Force-field parametrization and molecular dynamics simulations of Congo red.
Congo red, a diazo dye widely used in medical diagnosis, is known to form supramolecular systems in solution. Such a supramolecular system may interact with various proteins. In order to examine the nature of such complexes empirical force field parameters for the Congo red molecule were developed. The parametrization of bonding terms closely followed the methodology used in the development of the charmm22 force field, except for the calculation of charges. Point charges were calculated from a fit to a quantum mechanically derived electrostatic potential using the CHELP-BOW method. Obtained parameters were tested in a series of molecular dynamics simulations of both a single molecule and a micelle composed of Congo red molecules. It is shown that newly developed parameters define a stable minimum on the hypersurface of the potential energy and crystal and ab initio geometries and rotational barriers are well reproduced. Furthermore, rotations around C-N bonds are similar to torsional vibrations observed in crystals of diphenyl-diazene, which confirms that the flexibility of the molecule is correct. Comparison of results obtained from micelles molecular dynamics simulations with experimental data shows that the thermal dependence of micelle creation is well reproduced.